
 

SLSNZ Central Regional Chairs Committee Online 
Meeting Minutes – 27 March 2013 

Present: 

Paul Dalton (CEO, SLSNZ), Brent Warner (SLSNZ Board), Geoff Hamilton (SLSNZ Board) 
Marilyn Moffatt (Lyall Bay, CR Chair), Arie Moore (Lyall Bay ), Grant Rae (Worser Bay), 
Sandra Bednarek (Paekakariki), Shaun Sayer (Foxton), Sam Davies (Foxton), Paul Carlyon 
(Otaki),Kate Dench (Palmerston North), Todd Caitons-Velvin (Fitzroy), Mike Taylor 
(Riversdale), Richard Wilson (OBK), Bob Dickson (Waimarama) 
 
Apologies: NPOB, East End, Opunake, Waitara, Westshore, Pacific, 

Introduction: 
Marilyn welcomed everyone to the first online meeting. After explaining how people could 

ask or send in questions during the meeting the following meeting objectives were outlined: 

1. Provide input into SLSNZ Sustainability Proposal from a club/regional perspective 

2. Clarify questions clubs had on the Sustainability Proposal 

The meeting addressed these key areas based on the questions/comments that clubs had 

sent in or asked during the meeting: 

a. Sustainability (finances) 

b. Organisation Structure 

c. Sport Management 

 

Paul Dalton and Brent Warner’s comments are in italics after each question (note comments 

have been paraphrased to get essence of replies and are not reported incomplete 

sentences): 

Sustainability 
a. Why do we need large reserves?  Why so much now? 

 

PD-There is a need for reserves, the figures are not large for an organisation of our type 

and best practice is to have in the region of 12 months income in reserve to deal with 

major shocks. Basically there is nothing in reserve.  We need at least one month’s 

working capital, so for a $10 million business this is close $1 million. Ideally this can be 

built to $3-4 million within a 3-4 year timeframe. Year 1 aim is to get to an acceptable 

level of working capital and building to 3 months expenditure in the bank as a normal 

reserve. The reason we have to start and start quickly is because we have no reserves 



 

and with a seasonal business May-July is largely fixed costs going out and no income 

coming in.  

Underling issue re sustainability for the organisation is that the last 5 years have been 

run out of deficit, so reserves that were in place have been run done. There has been 

over spending so at some point have to address that. We are working on more revenue 

but that takes time. At the same time there is a reduction in grant incomes and 

challenges maintaining value of sponsorships so have to work hard to stand still at 

moment 

b. Shouldn’t we start by looking at what core services are required and then build the 

organisational structure from there? 

 

c. This is cost cutting at the coal face, without addressing underlying issues it is not 

sustainable 

 

PD -We did a cost cutting round in September, all of which was taken out at head office level 

with barely touching at the coal face. This structure has got us so far with $600 – 700,000 

savings but this is not enough and we now have to look at sharing the pain. Have focused on 

head office rather than front line but it’s not possible to take all the cost required out of head 

office alone. 

d. Please outline the choices considered when selecting which costs could be reduced 

and how the priorities and timeframes were determined. 

 

PD – given the size of the challenge we had to look at everything hard-no part of the 

business escaped, philosophy was a minimal impact to clubs as primary stakeholder and 

where possible take the hit at head office  and maintain  a service to clubs much as possible 

BW-reinforcing PD explanation-while people might look at $1 m and think that’s a lot of 

money have to put in context of risk of organisation having no reserves. Came out of 5 years 

sustained losses and with grant funding at risk certainly wouldn’t have as much anxiety if 

had cash reserves. Reality is to get $1 million next year but have to do 3 years in a row to 

get $3 million which is only 4 months turnover so this isn’t a lot of money in bank.  Looking at 

proposed structure 75 - 80% cut roles are in the back office, not coal face roles interacting 

with clubs day to day. 

PD –there is talk about grant funding moving towards project based activities. As an 

organisation relying on grants, only get funding on 12 month cycle. Over time have had 

success so moved from don’t spend until grant received to spending money and then 

applying for grant on assumption will get them. This has changed dramatically last 12 

months and we are not the only sport suffering so need to move back to a world where do 



 

not spend money until get it. Grants likely to no longer fund permanent or overhead staff, but 

will fund projects. Have to adapt to this very quickly and affecting others as well e.g. water 

safety NZ.   

e. Have talked about getting grant funding for projects only-where is funding for fixed 

costs going to come from? 

 

PD-sponsorship revenue, own fundraising which isn’t tagged. Will still  continue level support 

get from lotteries.  

Organisation Structure 
1. How are you going to service the Hawkes Bay clubs? 

2. What is the role of the CDO – what will they do? 

3. Not serviced well currently by CDO role-suggest complete review of current service 

model to club 

4. Talking about clubs being serviced from other CDO in central region – how is this 

going to work, how going to be serviced by other CDO? 

 

BW-looking back to when groundswell implemented with the new structure- seems 

fundamental things not working and haven’t worked for a long time-such as situation of 

CDO, clubs in general have had negative feedback re CDO for a long time. Difficult to get 

right people to be able to interact with club chairs who may be well versed, connected, 

experienced in business. While CDO model is there in proposed structure-we need to 

change way works so have regional  manager act as account manager with higher level of 

interaction at the coalface at club level to understand what are key things need to  deliver to  

each club and stakeholder. Behind that are CDOs who go out and deliver those agreed 

deliverables.  

For clubs in HB and Gisborne clubs, challenging geographic areas, will up level of delivery 

by upping account management status rather than people running round in circles and not 

achieving, up level interaction and higher intellect level and facilitate delivery 

5. If CDO just going to be doing a running around job, why still called CDO? Confusing 

as appears just dropped HB and Gisborne CDO when sounds like whole role 

changing. Do you need a different type of person? Part time administrators do a good 

job -is that the type of person should look at? 

 



 

PD – some of feedback has been received that part time admin role has more interaction 

with clubs than CDO. Title of CDO intended still be relatively accurate -  hopefully doing 

strategic level plan for each club still club development as opposed extra set of legs run to 

run around with trailers etc. do want to use them for club development work. Not intended to 

do work now like helping clubs put entries in for events. Ultimately might need to change title 

but right now not good time or would have to put all jobs up and need level stability with 

current change process. Do have some skill gaps for CDO which need to fix over time. 

Clearly issues in HB re way getting support from current CDO suggest not right now- 

definitely work to do 

6. With CDO and some lower positions is it not opportune time to change that role and 

make them reapply for role so can look at getting people in roles might be better 

suited at servicing clubs, doing a better job than currently doing. Or time to make 

CDO all apply for jobs? 

 

PD-tends to happen that with mass redundancy/recruitment you don’t always get quality as 

just so busy with process to manage all at once. Better to work through one by one basis 

cherry picking where problem is and working on it. Can be a way of trying to be seen to deal 

with problem quickly but if don’t have talent pool available to do at right level all end up doing 

is repeating same problem 

BW-this is a draft proposal and love feedback to see all your ideas-include in submission 

due tomorrow 

Adding to what PD said-proposal is a draft initial idea after looking at organisation, bearing in 

mind Board are volunteers and don’t necessarily deal with cdo, programme mgrs.T hats an 

interaction you have as an individual so love to see ideas and feedback. Interesting to hear 

administrator are key touch points.  

Organisation structure-in looking at organisation and where need to take cost out-right 

across board, In doing that important to understand being careful in putting this forward as a 

draft and taking feedback and consultation and ensure not doing something rashly 

destabilising organisation. Don’t believe organisation can take another groundswell like 

restructure-this is big enough. 

7. Do current CDO have performance indicators have to tick off? 

 

BW-Yes all staff have KPI’s. Board has “Healthy Club” subcommittee. One of streams of 

work is engaging group of club chairs - identified 3-4 chairs from large, small and medium 

sized clubs to identify what like to see in a KPI report. CDO’s ultimate boss, or stakeholder, 



 

is the club chairs. So this should be driven from volunteer base rather than staff down on 

what they want to see. 

8. What position will look after Gisborne and Hawkes Bay 

 

PD-realty clubs will still have CDO resource –there are 2 CDO for central and 2 for eastern 

who will have responsibility for all of those clubs in region. Regional Manager will be the 

primary account manager and will work with clubs to set a plan and strategy. Club has 

relationship with Regional Manager and say this is what I want delivered with a regular 

review. If CDO is not delivering then as RM signed off plan so interested to make sure is 

delivered and can monitor performance of CDO better. Much easier to hide when just 

between CDO and club. So model Is one person sets deliverables with club and then CDO 

asked by RM to do tasks. CDO will still be first point of call for every club-if preference is to 

have administrator as first point of call then that’s valuable feedback but at moment intended 

to be a CDO person 

9. Club pulse doesn’t seem to be used anymore. What’s the difference with a new 

report? 

 

PD-the club pulse tool is currently being reworked- when done properly it’s a good tool but 

has fallen into abeyance of late, needs to be updated and refreshed. Should be key driver 

for one page strategy each regional manager has with each club  i.e these are 2,3,4 things 

need to be done to assist you to make key difference. 

10. From club perspective what is the benefit of any of restructure to clubs and how will 

their committee structures cope with  additional work that will come out of restructure 

 

PD-at a macro level-if don’t do restructure, won’t be SLS organisation in years’ time or less. 

At breakeven budget level no reserves means need for fundamental change. 

Need to refocus club development aspect around core purpose. Clubs can benefit quite a bit 

from more senior manager driving things at more strategic level on what is important to club 

and then CDO delivers it. Don’t only have to have one person geographically linked to club 

e,g. if need resource around accounting shouldn’t have to rely on skills expertise of CDO in 

area-should be able to draw on best across region to do job. Certain CDO have real 

experience in certain areas .Hopefully change model will provide improved deliverable rather 

than more pressure on clubs. 

11. Like to comment on CDO role and reports –talked for years on what CDO are they 

doing when clubs not sure and reporting required. With CDO role think it comes 



 

down to Manager managing staff and making sure they are doing things for the club, 

have filled club pulse and identified areas help need from CDO but never received 

anything. Managers need to drive CDO to provide support. Sceptical on CDO role, 

like to see administrator retained to help out -think CDO role could be cut (concern re 

CDO performance supported by some other chairs) 

 

12. NR is not on this structure? 

 

PD-took NR off chart as not participating in restructure (as a separate entity). 

13. Query role re Project Manager position–what are they there for? If fundraising is such 

a key part why isn’t there a specialist fundraiser, also can’t see why sport is under 

this position. 

 

PD-Fundraising Manager has left which gives the opportunity to reflect on what doing in this 

area. There are major issues with these activities- not confident that have got it right and 

need to reinvent how we do this. Don’t want to appoint anyone until clear what role is and if 

job will disappear. At moment being babysat by PM until make call on future. Part of work is 

to re-evaluate activities to look at best practice e.g. social networking rather than bucket 

shaking. Intention once have clear view on role then go to market. 

Sports Management 
1. What is meant by clubs doing more? 

2. Who will run events-local, national? 

3. Volunteers already overloaded- some will walk 

4. Delivery of events especially sport –see will come back to clubs to deliver events, 

what is overall plan 

 

PD-vast majority events delivered through P & S manager at regional level. Events 

management staff come in at national level e.g. surf boat, IRB, nationals. Feedback that 

having CDO and P&S staff has created more dependence and more difficulty in running 

events previously run by local SAC. Look at how workload more happily done at volunteer 

level. At national level for big events if need extra resource, have ability to contract roles. Or 

use a different model option than having permanent full time spending whole year setting up 

events run for 3 months. Will still be retaining core people doing work- the P&S managers. 

5. How will this work on national level-will it go back to clubs running nationals? 



 

PD-haven’t made that call, interested in testing that model out. Currently do tender out some 

events so opportunity might be there for clubs to run them with $$. E.g. feedback from NR 

happy to run events on behalf pay fees for lot less money. Some things haven’t been able to 

pre test –maybe more than one solution. Clear having one person dedicated to running 

events is not necessarily right model. Principle club events run by clubs, regional events run 

at regional level with support. National events we take prime responsibility or contract out to 

keep costs down. 

Know what regional and national events there are and where for current season. Sports 

committee currently working to understand from blue sky perspective what sport will look like 

from 2015 season onwards. How it will be resourced, costed, run are unknown as don’t have 

robust information from sports committee to say what volunteers want. Work stream has lot 

of work to do .could be different format, type events e.g a one week festival sport 

Volunteers overloaded?-may be the case, suggest because haven’t got organisation stream 

clearly defined behind work plans eg Gisborne want to run events themselves. Range 

feedback from volunteers overloaded to comfortable take back and run events. 

Feedback 
Feedback is due by 5pm tomorrow.  Board keen to see range of feedback, bullet points OK- 

BW said they have been transparent re level of profit required and can’t be swayed from 

ensuring organisation is financially sustainable in 3 years’ time and unless take action and 

some hard calls. So if want changes then also need to state what prepared to give up as 

have to be some give and take to get to end solution. 

The Board will use this online discussion as feedback also. 

Meeting closed 9pm. 


